Hearsall Community Academy
Kingston Road
Coventry
CV5 6LR
Tel: 02476674625
Email:admin@hearsallacademy.org

Dear Parents,

Friday 15th September 2017

Welcome back from the Year 5 team! We hope that you and your family have had an enjoyable summer.
This letter is to keep you informed about some of the work the children will be doing during the Autumn
term.
Creative Curriculum – The Blitz.
This Term our topic is ‘The Blitz.’ Initially the children will be learning about the
outbreak of War within Coventry and the United Kingdom as a whole, as well as
learning about why WWII broke out. Through reading and investigating ‘Rationing
Books,’ the children will also learn about how everyday life was affected. Throughout the theme, there
will be numerous opportunities for the children to explore and experience wartime life. For example,
the children will experience what it was like to be an ‘Evacuee’ and why this happened. Later in the
term, the children will take a trip to Coventry Cathedral to find out even more about the Blitz and why
Coventry was a target for bombing. Further to this, we will be focusing on many Art and Design skills, as
the children create and make different structures for ‘Air Raid’ shelters, as well as using appropriate
artistic techniques to sketch the Coventry Blitz. Wartime music will also be explored as the children
discuss sounds and instruments that could be used to represent the images of the Blitz. It is going to
be a very enjoyable theme again this term!
English
Our English work this term includes many aspects linked to our World War II theme:
• well-loved books, focusing on ‘My Secret War Diary by Flossie Albright’, written by Marcia
Williams
• information texts
• recounts based on our creative curriculum trips
• jounalistic recounts.
Other aspects that will be covered are:
• a film narrative based upon a short film entitled ‘Lighthouse’
• nonsense poetry studying The Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll.
Within this written work the focus will continue to be on the accurate use of punctuation, awareness of
tense and varying the sentence types used in writing, for example, relative clauses. We shall continue to
encourage the children’s enthusiasm and independence, when writing, ensuring they are writing with
effect. They will be continuing to learn to spell words with common spelling patterns and irregular High
Frequency words.

Mathematics
In maths we will be focusing on place value, addition and subtraction, multiplication and division
and then solving word problems. Whilst looking at place value, we will learn how to read,
represent and compare numbers to 1 000 000, as well as rounding them to the nearest 100, 1
000, 10 000 and 100 000 using number lines. We will then be consolidating and refining our addition and
subtraction skills, including using formal written methods.
Within multiplication, we will slowly build towards being able to multiply a two-digit number by a threedigit number. Division will be focused on dividing by a one-digit number, using number bonds, as well as
long and short division.
Science
Our science curriculum this term will be linked to our creative curriculum to bring the theme to
life in relevant contexts.
Electricity: This term we will be drawing, using recognized symbols to represent components,
and making circuits. We will be associating the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer
with the number and
voltage of cells used in the circuit. We will put all of this into practise by sending morse code messages
using sound and light by completing or breaking a circuit to create the signals.
Light: The theme of light will then be extended to investigate how light travels in straight lines,
looking at angles of incidence and how light travels to our eyes.
Religious Education - RE
In R.E. the children will be learning to compare the different ways Sikhs put their religion into
practise. After half term, they will also be learning to evaluate different accounts of the Christmas
story and understand that stories can be true in different ways.
Physical Education – PE
We will have two lessons of PE a week: one on a Monday and one on a Thursday. PE kit consists of a plain
white t-shirt, Navy, Grey or Black shorts, elastic-sided or Velcro plimsolls, plain dark coloured jogging
bottoms and a sweatshirt may be worn in cold weather. Children will need to have both an indoor and an
outdoor kit with suitable footwear for each. This can be brought to school on a Monday and left for the
week.
Dance: The children will develop a range of sequences and develop fundamental movement patterns. To
link to our theme of The Blitz we will introduce the children to a routine.
Basketball: In basketball, the children will learn to perform fundamental basketball skills,
such as passing, catching, shooting and dribbling. They will put this skills in to small sided
games situations and begin to develop their tactical awareness.
Personal, Social and Health Education - PSHE
Our Jigsaw themes this term are ‘Being Me in My World’ and ‘Celebrating Difference’.
Children will be thinking about their personal identity and their roles in and outside of school. They will
also consider British values and look at how people are all unique.
Modern Foreign Languages - MFL
This term in MFL we will be investigating the history of European languages, focusing on the
key grammatical aspects and how they compare to the English language. The children will learn
key German phrases, to link to our World War II theme.

Homework
The children will have one POWer Project to complete. This will consist of open-ended activities
relating to our creative curriculum theme, for the children to choose. All children understand that
the work should be completed to the same standard as they would do in class. Each activity has how
many POWer points its worth. The children will aim to collect a minimum of five POWer points.
In addition, children will be given weekly spellings to practise, which cover the spelling pattern that
they have been learning that week. These can be found in their Homework diaries. We would like
children to be listened to reading at least three times a week. A short English task will be set weekly
linked to that week’s learning and focus. A weekly Maths task will be set also.
Many thanks for your support,
Mrs. Holdaway and Miss. Lewis
Year 5 Team

